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Abstract
The primary visual cortex employs simple, complex and
end-stopped cells to create a scale space of 1D singulari-
ties (lines and edges) and of 2D singularities (line and edge
junctions and crossings called keypoints). In this paper we
show first results of a biological model which attributes in-
formation of the local image structure to keypoints at all
scales, ie junction type (L, T, +) and main line/edge orien-
tations. Keypoint annotation in combination with coarse to
fine scale processing facilitates various processes, such as
image matching (stereo and optical flow), object segrega-
tion and object tracking.
1. Introduction
Our own framework of the visual cortex is based on
simple, complex and end-stopped cells in V1. Simple and
complex cells serve to detect lines and edges, whereas end-
stopped cells yield keypoints at line and edge junctions and
crossings. The two scale spaces (LE and KP) can be com-
bined for invariant object recognition [5]. However, object
recognition by dynamically routing features of unknown
input objects to features of known objects in memory im-
plies that the visual cortex is blocked until the routing net-
works are released; hence, only one object can be tested
at any time. This sequential process, driven by Focus-of-
Attention, is bootstrapped by fast gist vision: global scene
gist and local object gist, the latter for creating a first lay-
out map of likely object categories at approximate locations
in the visual field. Local gist and layout are related to ob-
ject segregation and recognition, a typical chicken-or-egg
problem: for recognition the object must be segregated but
segregation is impossible without knowing what the object
is. Local gist can be based on color and texture features, but
disparity (stereo; depth) and optical flow are very important
to bind together different object parts.
Our goal is to develop a biological model which inte-
grates gist vision with scene and object recognition. These
problems are also tackled in computer vision, applying
many different approaches. Here we focus on keypoints
and their annotation for solving the correspondence prob-
lem. Instead of working with mere point clouds in com-
bination with mathematical methods [1], there is growing
interest in using additional information, e.g. [2, 3, 6]. There
are three reasons for doing this: (1) By definition, keypoints
at any scale are caused by junctions of lines and edges at
the same scale, and this line/edge information is tractable
for keypoint annotation. (2) At coarser scales, the larger
receptive field sizes of the cells will lead to more interfer-
ence effects and therefore less lines and edges which will be
detected [5], but the same effects will occur in image pairs
(stereo for disparity; sequential for optical flow). (3) Going
from a very coarse scale to the finest one, one keypoint is
located at the center of an object, then more keypoints are
found at object parts, and finally most keypoints are at ob-
ject (and contour) details. (4) Matching annotated keypoints
is much easier than matching mere point clouds, especially
when one starts at a coarse scale and the matching results
are used to steer the matching at a finer scale, the process
being applied repeatedly until the finest scale.
2. Keypoint annotation
We apply keypoint detection with end-stopped cells and
sophisticated inhibition schemes as detailed in [4], which
yields keypoint positions in floating-point coordinates (su-
perresolution). Here we use simple, complex and end-
stopped cells at eight scales and with eight orientations. Re-
ceptive fields of simple cells are modeled by complex Gabor
functions with sine and cosine components, complex cells
by the modulus. The scale is given by λ, the wavelength of
the simple cells in pixels: λ = 6, 12, 18, . . . 48.
For annotating any detected keypoint, responses of sim-
ple and complex cells are analysed at three distances from
its position, over orientation intervals around 8 main orien-
tations. If Δφ = 2π/8, main orientations are φk = kΔφ
with k = 0, . . . , 7. With δφ = Δφ/2, the 8 orientation in-
tervals are Φk = φk ± δφ. The three distances are λ/2, λ
and 2λ.
For each Φk, the maximum response Rk within the in-
terval and at the three distances is detected, and their max-
imum Rˆ = maxk Rk and the average R¯ = 1/8
∑
k Rk are
computed. Then a dynamic thresholding is applied: (1) If
R¯ < 0.5Rˆ, any orientation k for which Rk > 0.75Rˆ will
be used for keypoint annotation. (2) If 0.5Rˆ < R¯ < 0.8Rˆ,
any k for which Rk > 0.9Rˆ will be used. (3) If R¯ > 0.8Rˆ,
any k for which Rk > 0.98Rˆ will be used. The above
values were determined by analysing simple objects like
triangles, squares and polygons. Resulting orientations ki
are attributed to the keypoint, plus the junction type (L, T,
+). There is one exception: isolated points and blobs, espe-
cially at very coarse scales, are also detected but they are not
caused by line/edge junctions. Such keypoints are labeled
“blob” without orientations.
Figure 1 illustrates the keypoint annotation process. It
shows three scales, λ = 6 (row 1 to 3), λ = 12 (row 4
to 6) and λ = 24 (row 7 to 9), with at each scale three
orientations of all 8. From the left to the right it shows re-
sponses of even and odd simple cells plus complex cells. In
the case of simple cells, dark values are negative and bright
ones are positive. Responses of complex cells are always
positive. Also shown are detected keypoints with (in red)
the three distances λ/2, λ and 2λ at which the responses
are tested. Responses and keypoints shown are at and close
to the upper-left corner of the bottom object in Fig. 2 (top-
left).
Figure 2 presents first multiscale keypoint annotation re-
sults. The left column shows, top to bottom, frames 1, 5,
10, 15 and 20 of a test sequence with three moving objects,
the latter four in combination with the first frame to show
the movements. The second column shows keypoints de-
tected in frame 1 at λ = 6, 12, 24, 30 and 42. The last
column shows the same keypoints with annotated orienta-
tions. (Note: the pdf viewer should be used with a large
magnification in order to see all details.)
3. Tracking and segregation
In stereo and optical flow, annotated keypoints in left-
right and successive frames are compared in an area with ra-
dius λ according to the keypoints’ scales, starting at λ = 48
and going to λ = 6, and the corresponding vectors are com-
puted. In object segregation and object tracking the pro-
cessing is the same, matching keypoints being linked over
and within scales by using a multi-branch tree structure (bi-
ological implementation to be developed).
Figure 3 shows the results of object tracking, at top-left
from frame 1 to 10 and at top-right from frame 1 to 20.
The bottom image shows the movements of keypoints of
the segregated objects coded with different colors.
Being first results, they are not yet perfect but most
Figure 1. Top to bottom: 3 scales, with 3
orientations per scale. Left to right: even
and odd simple and complex cells, plus de-
tected keypoints with (in red) the 3 distances
at which the responses are tested. See text.
Figure 2. Left: five frames of a test sequence
with three moving objects. Middle: keypoints
detected in the first (top) frame at five scales.
Right: the keypoints with annotated orienta-
tions. See text.
keypoints and orientations are correct and ongoing research
concentrates on further optimizations. In addition to the
tracking of keypoints we can obtain the segregation of the
objects through the objects’ keypoints within the same
motion region, in Fig. 3 (bottom) indicated by different
colors. This segregation process is now being combined
with the segregation information obtained from multi-scale
keypoints without motion tracking [4] and from the multi-
scale line-edge representation [5].
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